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Program Plan.  With annual US consumption of electrical power exceeding 1000 TWhr, 
of which approximately 20% is consumed by lightingi, clearly, reducing electrical usage, 
and lighting, in particular, is key in reducing global warming and climate change.  The 
current consumption of energy for lighting could be cut in half immediately, if existing 
energy-efficient lighting technologies were fully exploited.  At this time, however, there 
are basically only five competing commercially-available  technologies which are energy 
efficient, namely (1) fluorescent, (2) LED, (3) infrared-reflecting halogen, (4) OLED, and 
(5) HID.  Although regulatory mandates have put these sources into utilization, voluntary 
usage of these light sources has been sluggish in the three major sectors of light-source 
utilization (commercial, institutional-public, and residential), because of multiple 
problems, including poor color quality (fluorescent and LED), high cost (LED, OLED), 
high heat dissipation (halogen, HID, LED), high glare (HID, LED), health hazardsii (blue-
light LED, fluorescent), poor lifetime (halogen, OLED) and insufficient brightness 
(OLED.)  With the US light-source market exceeding $2B annually, and the world 
market over three times that valueiii, there is no shortage of need, and therefore 

increasing the 
options for end-users 
is interesting, useful 
and relevant.  Light 
sources make an 
evident compromiseiv 
between efficiency 

and appearance.  This figurev clearly shows the spectra of fluorescent or LED lamps are 
quite unlike the natural-daylight or incandescent spectrum .  

This proposed work is to make prototype light sources, based on Field-Emission Lamp 
(FEL) technology, which has been invented and demonstrated at UC Davis by the PI 
and his Research Group.  The prototypes would be high-color-quality, efficient light 
sources with natural-appearing spectral content.  The 
prototypes would also be in sizes, format and function which 
match products on the market, such as LED or CFL lamps.  
The Hunt Group demonstrated this technology in small-
scale, modular format (1 inch, square, flat lamps with 
external, table-top power supplies) recentlyvi, and multiple 
venture groups expressed interest, if they could see the 
technique expanded to a “light bulb” which worked in an 
ordinary lamp socket, and/or a ceiling panel similar to a 2ft. 
x 4ft. fluorescent luminaire, such as seen in this figure.  
There are no technological barriers to preparing such 
prototypes; but the research funds in the previous project were insufficient.  With 
funding, we feel we can produce what is needed/wanted, considering where this 
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technology now stands.  Commercial light companies and VCs need to see this in a 
prototype format, as opposed to the “science-project” condition of the prior proof-or-
concept stage.  Also, entrepreneurial efforts to exploit the technology require 
recognizable, quality prototypes to satisfy interested parties. 

The FEL concept, as published, relies on two major parts, (1) a vacuum lamp, and (2) a 
driving power-supply.  From our publication, the figure shows the vacuum-lamp concept.  

The device has a baseplate which has 
a treated Reticulated-Vitreous-Carbon 
(RVC) field-electron emitter which 
emits a “fountain” of electrons towards 
a phosphor-covered faceplate.  The 
faceplate and baseplate are joined in 
parallel, using fritting technology, by 

vertical glass sidewalls.  The entire package is pumped to high vacuum, sealed and 
held at vacuum using an ordinary flash getter.  In operation, 
the electrons cause the phosphors to fluoresce and emit 
light.  Judicious selection of the cathodoluminescent 
phosphors can give both high efficiencyvii as well as high-
quality (high CRI) white outputviii.  This measured spectrum, 
of such a mixture clearly emulates natural light better than 
fluorescent or LED output within the visible spectrum, 
without making a compromise in efficiency.  The power 
supply is made from solid-state components ix which, using a modified Cockroft-Walton 
configurationx works with ac wall-power, and can function with ordinary triac dimmers 
used in homes.  The use of RVC as a field-emission sourcexi, as well as the method for 
treating itxii for uniformity is under US patent, through the Hunt Group at UC Davis, and 
students within the Groupxiii have demonstrated high uniformity and reproducibility with 
these.  The Hunt Group, and collaborators, have also filed for patentxiv on a new method 
to significantly enhance the efficiency in CL phosphors beyond what was already 
(acceptably) demonstrated in the Group’s prior publications.  The prototyping stage, 
once completed (as described, following), will also result in multiple improvement patent 
submissions concerning the design, configurations and packaging. 

The original small vacuum lamp concept will be realized in 
a larger, round (3-inch diameter) configuration with domed 
face and baseplates.  These lamps will be packaged in 
three popular forms: in a common A19 lightbulb, a common 
R30 downlight, and (using multiple vacuum lamps, in an 
array) in a 2’x4’ ceiling-panel luminaire.  Calculations show 
the brightness in each configuration would match that of the competing technologies.  
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We propose to make 10 lightbulbs (both types) and 5 ceiling fixtures (minimum).  For 
the lightbulbs, the power supply will be potted in the base.  For the ceiling fixture, the 
supply will be inside the luminaire.  The power supply will be verified on breadboard, 
and upon verification, will be transferred to a PC-board realization.  The package which 
holds the vacuum lamp, will be made by 3-d machining in plastic (accomplished at 
Hacker Lab, in Sacramento) for the two lightbulb realizations (with the power supply in 
the lamp base.)  The planar luminaires will be realized by using commercial T-5 
fluorescent 2’x4’ units, with the original FL tubes replaced by an array of FEL vacuum 
lamps. 

The fabrication of lamps and power supplies, as well as the testing of the phosphors, 
and the final assemblies, will be performed in the Vacuum Microelectronics Lab (1217 
Kemper Hall, UCD campus.)  The PC boards will be fabricated in the ECE Department 
PCB Lab (Kemper Hall.)  All of the glass, phosphors, chemicals, frit, getters, electronic 
parts and assembly materials will be bought from commercial sources.  The capital 
equipment required for this project is already in place in the Vacuum Microelectronics 
Lab.  However, most of the tools will require fixturing, vacuum seals, pump recharging, 
and other minor modifications to accommodate this Program.  The phosphors need to 
be tested.  Since all batches vary, the color balance using the newly-acquired materials 
must be formulated.  Although the Hunt Group has solid expertise in phosphor testingxv 
and color-balance, a new data-acquisition PC, 1-year Labview software license, data 
acquisition cards, etc. will be needed.  The work will be performed by the PI and three of 
his graduate students, all of whom have salary support from other sources. 

It is estimated, that a startup can make the vacuum lamps for about $1.95 and the 
power supplies for about $3.70 (each, respectively) in volumes of 100,000.  This cost 
would drop, substantially, with scale.  These light sources are not only attractive, 
efficient and long-lived; but they are also inexpensive.  In California alone, annual 
consumption, looking at A19, R30 lightbulbs and FL tubes (our targeted applications) is 
approximately $647Mxvi.  For energy-efficient technologies, the competition is 
fluorescent and LED, which are perceived as ugly and expensive, respectively, and both 
use non-sustainable, limited-resource, or hazardous (Hg) materials.  It is likely that the 
FEL technology can gain sufficient market share to be a leading contender. 

Prototypes, bolstered by improvement patents, would be substantial foundation for a 
startup company.  Alternatively, the major lighting-industry corporations (Philips, Ushio) 
license  or outright buy successful technologies (Sylvania, Osram), historically.  One 
mid-size, energy-efficient wireless controls Company (Redpine Signals, San Jose,  
Venkat Mattela, CEO 415-218-4107) contacted the PI recently, expressing intent to 
collaborate (designing wireless controls for the ceiling panels) on this Program if it 
moves forward, convinced their circuits would be significant value-added in making the 
FEL a successful product.  Other partnership or acquisition opportunities exist as well. 
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